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There are five major types of change.
•
•
•
•
•

Evolutionary
Transformative
Disruptive
Uncontrolled collapse
Random

Periods of change following World War II are defined by technology that reshapes
every social and economic relationship. For each period there are significant
triggers. The cause for the Fifth Disruptive Reordering is:
• The connection of personal data on the internet and its use to program and
control people.
• The politicization of the major branches of government.
• The Russian invasion of Ukraine and world passivism to address it.
• The rise of China and its worldwide hoarding of vital resources.
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Every
mother
says:
“Plan ahead
for a rainy
day. It’s not
if you will
have one,
it’s only
when”.
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Business Perspective
Our materials are purposed to help analyze constraints and
opportunities resulting from the in-process 5th Disruptive Reordering.
• Priorities, adaptability, and execution are imperatives.

•

• The strategic plan is dynamic. Take the long view. Act in the
present.
byte, neuron
• Align operations and information as integrative processes.
• Identify force multipliers and how to deploy them - then ACT.
• The lifecycle for systems is shortening.

Business Perspective
World events are dynamic. Plan for change, rapid response, and
best practice.
People WILL make a difference.

•

Decide if personal politics is more important than a business
continuation.

byte, neuron

Every diversified viewpoint is input for decision-making.
Remember, emergence, and innovation result from connecting one
or more objects with another group. We are all blind to some
possibilities.

Together, there is greater clarity and vision.

Introduction - Disruptive Reordering
Disruption is a future-altering interruption that stops, delays, cuts, or
breaks down an active cycle.
A reordering occurs when forces change the system's shape, paradigm,
or purpose into something different, creating a new set of structures
and values.
A reordering has unlimited opportunities and dangers. The proper
analyses and emergent actions can turn chaos into order and
opportunity.
Do not make the mistake of wrapping everything in politics. It blinds
people from the dangers identified from a macro view.
Everyone is affected by choices made or defaulted at every level.

Introduction –Macro Perspective
When Russia invaded Ukraine, the world crossed the line from order to
the edge of chaos.
The world faces the greatest danger of a major war since Germany
invaded Czechoslovakia. Our response echoes Arthur Neville
Chamberlain’s signing of the Treaty of Munich, appeasing and
emboldening Hitler, who interpreted the approval as a sign of
weakness and non-intervention. Has Putin done less?
Hitler then invaded Austria, Poland - on and on. Europe was ablaze in
WWII and the stage was set for genocides and atrocities by Hitler and
Stalin. Between the two invasions, more than 100 million people died
(the actual number is unknown). Hitler.

Introduction –Macro Perspective
Systems thinking requires a vision for the future, and China, Russia,
and Iran, with North Korea in tow, change the world order.
In the end, China wants the world and may eat resource-rich Russia
specifically Siberia, in the process. They want Taiwan, the biggest
supplier of computer chips. We the United States are in their crosshairs. The only thing standing in the way is nuclear weapons and
strength of will.
Sourcing, supply, and supply chains are now incredibly complicated.
China holds the cards, but the USA is their largest customer. The
ultimate tug of war. Demand vs Supply.
A critical decision - insource, outsource, stay the same?

Introduction - Information

Information acquisition and usage opens a Pandora’s box of
social control.
08086 The
Genesis Chip
Data, like money, are fungible, useful for
good purposes or bad. Our values,
individual and collective, determine good
or evil. Information now has a greater
value than money, useful for control and
wealth.
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Definition of Singularity
In technology, the singularity describes a hypothetical
future where technology growth is out of control and
irreversible. These intelligent and powerful technologies
will radically and unpredictably transform our reality. The
word "singularity" has many different meanings, however. It
all depends on the context.
What is the singularity? - SearchEnterpriseAI
www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/definition/Singularity-the

The Five Periods of Disruptive Reordering
The Components of the technological singularity will impact every part of society.
Application of the emergence principles produces infinite possibilities.
Machines create machines and intelligence.

Electrical to
Biological
Electrical
Mechanical

Biological

Russia invades Ukraine - precipitating worldwide power reordering.
Biomedical Technology.
Human-created electrical/mechanical lifeforms emulate biology.
Virtual Reality - Severance from Earth, a portal to singularity.
Age of international resource wars.
Mass hoarding and consumption outstrip resource renewal.

Population
9,700,000,000

5th Disruption - AI, COVID-19, War, precipitating global reordering

NOW

7,800,000,000

4th Disruption - Data globalization, cloud processing and Bitcoin

2001

6,222,626,606

3rd Disruption - Pandora’s Box / digital, mechanical to analogue

1969

3,625,680,627

2nd Disruption - 2nd industrial revolution mass production, electricity

1882

1,200,000,000

1st Disruption - 1st Industrial Revolution, mass-energy -steam

1765

770,000,000

5000 BC

5,000,000

????

Unknown

Agriculture - One-to-one production
Hunter / Gatherer/Tool maker - fire, primitive tools

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Need’s

People

Energy

Projected
2050

Consumption

EARTH - Natural Resources. Focus on biologicals. EVERYTHING STARTS and ENDS HERE.
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Earth

Naturalist John Muir once said, “When one
tugs at a single thing in nature, he finds it
attached to the rest of the world.”
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Earth

Humans rely on resources from the EARTH, and they are the only ones
available. We may build new technological worlds, but those too are
constrained by the availability of abundant and fruitful natural resources.
Maslow’s Law clearly illustrates our dependence.
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People

Energy
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The ascent of humans parallels the development of energy. Using fire was the first
breakthrough, but today, everything is dependent on a continuous flow of energy. The
singularity, should it happen, will also require energy.

The Cycle
History is measured by the speed, length, content, motion, and quality of
time/event cycles. There is birth and death to every entity that ever existed.
Process

Inputs
End

Energy
Capital
Resources
Applied Technologies

Outputs

Start

Purpose for the
system
Time

How the system
fulfills the
purpose

Space

Motion

History influences the actions taken to deal with work and social disruption. The
objective is a smooth continuum, but no cycle precisely repeats, and all must end.

The Cycle
Use intelligence-driven data analyses to project probable future
outcomes, the cycles within cycles.
▪ Define which cycles will grow, die, change, and the effect on
business or lives.
▪ Determine the probable timing of the events.
▪ Analyze situational cause and effect beyond strategic
planning.
▪ Define short and long-term actions to meet threats and
opportunities.

The Cycle
The better we anticipate and prepare for change, the more
opportunity to lengthen cycles - business, life cycle, or way of
life, and influence events. Individuals may not have the same
visualization of the issue or agree on solutions, but
participation unleashes the power of collective creativity.
Look beyond our existence-what kind of world do we want to
leave for future generations? Children? Grandchildren? How
well are doing?

Disruptive Reordering
Inputs to ALL systems

Start
End
Energy
Capital
Resources
Applied Technologies

Purpose for the
system
Disruption changes the
health or length of the cycle.

Time and
Space

Covid-19 provides a perfect
example, changing the life
cycles of millions of people,
the death of civility, and the
replacement of social and
educational systems.
The impact on business is
immeasurable.

How the systems
fulfill the purpose

Planning
It can be a cold, cold world.

Strategic planning is a business tool, but it applies to every family and
person. It involves understanding the patterns, natural conditions, human
behavior, context, power relationships, and motion within current cycles,
making plans, and taking positive actions.
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Disruptive Reordering
Measuring disruptions by using the industrial system is outdated.
Every disruption is consequential, changing method, process,
business, society, and world power structures in dramatic, historic
ways. More importantly, it affects people’s lives - forever.
▪ First Industrial Revolution: mechanical - steam
▪ Second Industrial Revolution: mechanical-electrical
Mechanical to analog - information formed the third industrial age
and set the stage for Disruptive Reorganizations four and five.

Pre-Industrial Systems - Stone Age
60,000 to 5000 BC

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Population-small, dispersed

Pre-history
Nature sets the boundaries
Hunter, gatherer, tool, and fire maker
Technology in concert with nature - non-metallic
No math but some pictographs

Pre-Industrial Systems-Stone Age
The estimate for the first modern hominoids is 60,000 years, but the
time frame for making fire probably dates to Homo Erectus, nearly
two million years earlier, and tool-making more than 300,000 years
ago. (New studies push tool making back another million years,
long before modern humans existed).

▪ The issue is, what was different that separated the species?
▪ What happened to leave us the only human species?

Pre-Industrial Systems-Stone Age
The message - humans, in some form, have been through
significant periods of disruption from day one. Population,
environmental concerns, and resource competition will
accelerate periods of disruptive reorganization.
Eventually, the human cycle will end. The only debate is when
and how. What will we miss that would extend our cycle? Are
we in danger? Will we take positive actions to mitigate the
effects?

Mesa Verde: Cliff
Dwellings of the
Anasazi 13th Cent AD

Petra
5th Century BC
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Pyramids of Giza
2589 and 2504 BC
Built by hand labor – slaves
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Humans built extraordinary
architectural achievements without
animal or mechanical power. Preindustrial peoples lived in concert with
the earth, using what was needed and
leaving little non-biodegradable waste
behind.

5000 BC to 1765 BC
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bronze Age 3300 BCE
Math - Mesopotamia 3000 BC
Math - China 1100 BC
Iron Age 1765 BC - 550 BC
One-to-one production as needed
Hierarchal governments, even within tribes
Division of labor
Rural but some concentration in cities
Build permanent structures

Animal power without mechanical energy source

Energy source
Human
Domestic animals
Tool usage included
geometric concepts,
for example, pulleys
and levers.
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1765

Population 770,000,000

1st Machine Age- 1765
• Steam power.
• Mass use of mechanical energy.
• The revolution started in Great Britain, expanded to
Western Europe, and later to America.

First Industrial Revolution

James Watt’s
engine burned coal,
coke, or wood to
produce steam,
which converted
into mechanical
energy driving
factories, farms,
and transportation.
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Original photograph at Rosholt , WI Fairgrounds

2nd Industrial Revolution (The Second Machine Age).
J. J. Thomson discovered the electron in 1897, making it possible
to generate electricity and transfer mechanical and electrical
energy back and forth.
The electron is foundational for information processing. This
includes the electronic computer, and sensors enabled at a microlevel. The electron in many ways was the key to Pandora’s Box.
All are components setting up the 5th Disruptive Reordering.

Second Industrial Revolution
Rapidly developing energy sources.
• Electricity – multiple generation
methods
• Hydrocarbons- oil than gasoline
• Nuclear
Photograph – Wayne L Staley

Energy is an environmental, social, and
business issue.
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The availability and price of oil will
determine the economic health of most
countries in the world, including the USA.
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The Transcontinental Railroad System-2nd Industrial Revolution
Machinery rapidly
replaced human
and animal energy
in the new factory
systems.

Intercontinental
railroads were
constructed from
1830 to 1869.
Photograph – Wayne L Staley

Second Industrial Revolution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eli Whitney - Interchangeable parts.
Henry Ford - Division of labor.
Henry Ford – Fair wage – Start of the middle class.
Intercontinental railroads.
Two world wars.
Nuclear energy.
Humans as components, not individuals.
American highway system.
Black diaspora from south to north, work in the
factory system, and west seeking opportunities.

World War II shaped modern America. We built a manufacturing capacity to defeat the
enemy. As the only superpower and manufacturer left standing, we rebuilt the world
and became enormously wealthy in the process. Finally, entering the Third Disruption,
we offshored much of the production capacity, primarily to China and Mexico,
ostensibly to reduce pollution in the United States (transfer it but not in my back yard).

A Dark Side of the Industrial Revolution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sweat shops and child labor
Indentured servants
Humans as components of the system
Less pay for women and people of color
Long, sometimes endless hours
Dangerous, dirty, unhealthy work environments
Poor or no safety equipment

The industrialized world perpetuates these practices by purchasing cheap
products from questionable sources, including China.
America accommodates the subjugation of people by immigration policy,
indifference, and inaction.

A Dark Side of the Industrial Revolution
Early industrialists polluted the
rivers, lakes, and oceans.
Modern American
manufacturers must be
stewards of the environment,
practicing multiple resource
management methods.
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Offshore competitors are immune from these constraints and
allowed to produce at a lower cost. Consumers reward bad behavior
by purchasing goods from polluters and sweatshops.

Third Industrial Revolution - Globalization

Redistribution of assets
Transfer of jobs
Planetwide industrial pollution

NASA
Public domain
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1969 (1956) - 2001

Population 3,625,680,627

• Precursor – 1956 - definition and use of a byte as a unit of
computer processing - Werner Buchholz at IBM.
• Nuclear energy
• Digital-3rd Conversion-mechanical to analog – computer chip
technology.
• Vietnam War -1959 until 1975 –fractured society.
• Disruption of commerce (conversion of big box stores to online).
• Robots integrated into manufacturing.
• Space program – fueled enormous technological emergence.

Birth of the Information Age
The Internet – transformative technology,
changed how people work and play.
Telephone
System

Analog
Signal

Limits transmission
speed

MODEM

Digital
Format

----WI-FI

Digital Transmission
Cable

Fiber-optic and
satellite

----WI-FI

2001 - 2020

Population 6,222,626,606

▪ Massive transfer of manufacturing products and jobs. The United
States loses industrial lead to China.

▪ Data Revolution, Cloud processing, Bitcoin.
▪ Internet of Things (IoT) and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The
proliferation of sensors embedded in “everything, and everywhere.”
▪ Artificial Technology determines the shape of global financial and
power relationships.

4th Disruptive Reordering – Shop Floor
▪ Integrated Global Supply Chains.
▪ China becomes the world’s largest producer of consumer products.
▪ Work changed from mechanical to digital.

▪ Mass use of robots on the shop floor.
▪ 3-D additive digital printing.

▪ AI-driven machines.
▪ Standardization to customization.

▪ Cybernetic synergisms (human/machine interface).

Transition 4th to 5th - A Connected World
Our society is dependent on the
internet via a complex cascade of
relationships and connections.
Every component of government,
business, and personal life is
data on the internet.
Regulation of the internet by
individuals or governments
controls the direction of a
populace through information,
programming, or coercion.
Truth becomes what the
controllers want it to be.

Now

Population 7,800,000,000

The dramatic expansion of data capturing across all systems.

Redistribution of world hierarchal structure.
The Russian invasion of Ukraine. The period signaling the end of
the 4th Disruptive reordering.
Business convergence - mechanical, electrical, informational.
Automation of everything coupled with AI systems.
America as a super-power steeply diminished.

Physical
Disassembly of civil structures as we know them (basically
following World War II – 77 years ago and reestablished when
the walls around Berlin were destroyed.
Redistribution of world hierarchal structure. Nuclear standoffs.

America disassembling internally - a diminished superpower.
Extreme resource shortage and competition starting with oil.

Control of information
Business convergence - mechanical, electrical, informational.
Automation of everything coupled with AI systems.
A few people controlling the information ocean.
Political, Internet providers in collusion, managing what
information is released for public consumption.
We are becoming our programming at the price of
independent thought.

Disruptive Reordering
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Your Digital Clone

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

▪ AI builds digital models of individual behavior. Our digital clones
represent us in the commercial world.
▪ All activities by the clone are tracked and manipulated through
the media, social networks, and individuals.
▪ Models are programmed to provide relevant analytics about
people, what they purchase, and with whom they connect.
▪ People or governments can manipulate digital clones in
unbelievable ways, and the “owner” will never know it.

Our Connected World-The Human Factor
Perception

Misperception
Ambiguous
Where we think
we are
Outside
influence

Fixation
Self-deception
Illusion
Able to accept new inputs but choose
to reject-delusion/Illusion
(unable to assimilate)
Misled
Unintentionally

Through the
portal
Unambiguous
reality, assimilated

Unable to
comprehend
or assimilaterejects new
inputs and
paradigms

Deceived or
coerced
Intentional

Coach

Rejection
stuck-Liminal
abyss

Your Digital Clone - Misuse
Parents

You

+
Children

The sum of your data.

SPOUSE
Spouse

Given this information pattern,
with family members
potentially in harm’s way, how
hard will you fight coercion in
any of its forms?

Does it change your priorities?

This dependency structure illustrates the true threat to democracy, free
speech, and the right to worship how you choose. The technological
singularity is a future conceptual construct. Using your information to
control your behavior is now, real, and pervasive. NO ONE IS IMMUNE.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

• Methods developed to process and manage Big Data.
• Advanced use of AI.
• Sensors, advanced and simple, embedded in "everything.”
• Internet of Things (IoT) and Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) are networks of connected sensors and software
programs.

Business Perspective
The Fifth Disruptive Reordering is critical to every business. Its
genesis was the acceptance of China into the WTO in 2001. The
extent of the change was hidden until the Covid-19 pandemic
triggered the dynamic restructuring of:
•

byte, neuron

•
•
•
•
•

Business practices
Personal liberties
Supply chains
American society divided into fractions
World power

Russians' invasion of Ukraine pushed events through the time
portal and pushed everything into the Fifth Disruptive Reordering.

Information-Portal to AI Singularity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensors are connecting everything everywhere.
Technology is facilitating the transition worldwide.
5G and future generations.
IoT and IIoT virtualization, complex robotics.
Artificial (false) Reality (AI) connection lost to the real world.
Artificial ecosystems.
Micromanagement through computer algorithms.
People wired to AI-massive data collection.

Extrinsic
▪ Renewable energy
▪ Driverless mobility
▪ Everything is connected to the Internet of Things and
embedded across society and the environment.

Triggers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Covid-19 set the stage for the current disruptive reordering.
Social turmoil dividing the people (self-inflicted agony).
Bill of rights voided.
Conversion to socialism.
Return to humans as cogs in the system.
Cowardice in the face of conflict.
China dominates the world through low-price production.
capability, “captured” natural resources and market size.
• Russia invading Ukraine.
• Hate and greed overpowering logic and civility.

Extrinsic
The Fifth Disruptive reordering puts Americans at peril as Russia
reorders Europe, roils the energy sector, and China dominates world
affairs.

America demonstrated weakness, leaving citizens behind when fleeing
Afghanistan after years of American blood and money, timidly facing
the Russian disruption, fear, and coercion from China.
An Iran treaty creates a pathway for their atom weapons, a dangerous
proposition. (See presentation titled “The Little Boy Asked-WHY?”)
History proves the strong prey on the weak. Given our passivity and
resources, America is prime meat.

Extrinsic
America does not own the high ground for value discussions.

China’s population growth is inadequate, and China now pays
couples to have another child. America pays for abortions, just as
China once did. America replaces its population with undocumented
people illegally entering the southern border.
China exploits (enslaves) the Uighurs. America looks the other way
while exploiting the undocumented immigrants, some sold as sex
slaves, many working for sub-minimum pay rates.
Americans must be very smart and united in a single purpose, or the
great American experiment in freedom will end.

Convergence
Neurons are the fundamental units of the brain and nervous system, the cells
responsible for receiving sensory input from the external world, for sending
motor commands to our muscles, and for transforming and relaying the
electrical signals at every step in between.
qbi.uq.edu.au
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The Perpetual Constraint
Regardless of its final form, all new
world order progress is premised on
a single thread, the infinite supply of
electrical power, and the ability of
national grids to manage and
distribute it.
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The fact is, that America’s power grid is old and fragile. One EMP bomb has
the potential to shut down and destroy significant components of the grid.
Is your data on the cloud? How would your business survive without the
internet? Is hybrid computing a viable option? Do you have backup power?
Is it time to develop individual backup power again? Solar? Wind? Waste?

The Perpetual Constraint
The reliance on energy
production and resulting
pollution create conflicts at
every social level.
The paradox
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Without energy, humans are just another form of naked hunter/prey.
Humans need the energy to survive, but in the process create pollution that
adversely affects our future. How do we get one without the other?
Photograph by Wayne L Staley

Do we have a national transition plan? If not, WHY NOT????????

Objective-Avoid the Ice Bergs of Chaos
We are responsible for steering
our lives and workplaces through
icebergs of transformative
change.
The Fifth Disruptive
Reorganization, the BIG 5th, is
already in process, affecting
jobs, the well-being of families,
and the exercise of those
precious freedoms guaranteed in
the Bill of Rights.
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Perspective

Why collect all the data on us? Because we can.
What will it be used for? To achieve OUR purpose.
Who is OURS? Who are YOU?
Photograph by Wayne L Staley

Process improvement is resource conservation.
Waste, in any form, is our enemy.

The Fifth Disruptive Reordering is, at this stage of the cycle,
precipitating significant damage to world resources. The
consequences include hoarding or using resources as leverage to gain
political or economic advantage.

This phenomenon permeates the systems from the top to the bottom.
The reshuffling will determine how we are governed, who gets what
resources, and how they will be used.
The invasion of Ukraine may be the precursor to more war or the
extreme use of a force multiplier to gain compliance.

Disruption or Transformation
A disruptive or transformative event.
Planned or unplanned, controlled or imposed.
Extend or
enlarge
lifecyclerecovery

Prevention

Preparedness

Truncate
Recovery or
new path

Inputs to retain the cycle.
• Capital (new technologies)
• Transformative systems
• Innovation
• New skill sets

Response

The American cycle of world dominance is ending. China
now has the economic advantage of production (what
once made us rich) and population, or consumers. They
are also resource-poor and buy every world asset
available.
America is at war with itself. We lack a shared mission.
The legislative power has been delegated. Congress no
longer passes a legitimate budget. We are primed for
dystopia.
World turmoil coupled with our internal struggle put us
in grave danger. Circumstances are primed for the end of
the United States as a free republic.
For those who believe it cannot happen well, it can if we,
as citizens, fail to act.

Disruption or Transformation - Solutions
Stop the division. It’s one of history’s oldest tricks to create chaos and then “save
us from ourselves”.
Positively embrace our diversity. Reach out to your fellow traveler and see
another human being, not a color. There is no tree of evolution. 60,000 years ago,
we all became 99.9% genetically the same. Nature gave our ancestors coloration
and other features to cope with their respective environments. To nature, it is like
changing clothes on the same human mannequin.
Throw away hate as the basis for picking leaders. There are presentations on
problem-solving and decision-making on the website. Read them. Use them. Then
vote and take other positive actions to preserve your, and our, freedoms.

If we don’t save our democracy and freedoms, China will eat us, and our
resources, for lunch. WE COLLECTIVELY CONTROL OUR DESTINY.

Disruption or Transformation - Solutions
Businesses are dealing with numerous conditions caused by
covid, internal conflicts, government interference, governance
priorities, and regulation. We address these in a series of
presentations divided into different categories, including
information systems, process improvement, supply chains, and
customer/supplier development programs.
Only the adaptive and agile will survive. Understand your force
multipliers and use them well.

The Birth of the Information Age
April 1969. Intel 3101: The first solid state memory chip.
Intel’s first product, this is a 64-bit SRAM (Static Random-Access Memory).
July 1969.Intel 1101: The first MOS memory chip. A 256-bit SRAM (Static
Random-Access Memory).
October 1970.Intel 1103: The first DRAM memory chip. A 1024-bit DRAM
(Dynamic Random-Access Memory).
September 1971.Intel 1702: The first EPROM chip. A 2048-bit EPROM
(Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory).
November 1971.Intel 4004: The first microprocessor.
4-bit microprocessor (central processing unit (CPU) on a chip.
August 1972.Intel 8008: The first 8-bit microprocessor.
The EPROM, a truly new, unexpected discovery with no precedent.
The five silicon chips with which Intel changed our world: 3101, 1101, 1103, 1702 and 4004 (nzeldes.com)
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